DGWSD 2017 Exhibition – comments from the Visitors’ Book
Beautiful exhibition. So much to see. Well done. Wonderful and inspiring exhibition; very friendly and
informative ‘crafters’ – very many thanks.
Beautiful exhibition – laid out beautifully and exquisite items!
Beautiful and so nice to be able to speak with a weaver and understand the process of creating a rug!
A lovely display- so well laid out.
Fascinating! Beautiful craft.
Wonderful and inspiring exhibition. Perfect venue!
Absolutely amazing and beautiful. Extremely informative.
Wonderfully inspiring.
I used to work in a cotton mill. I find it was satisfying. Well done.
Illuminating, particularly intrigued that Jacob sheep are also Spanish sheep. I am going to suggest to my
cousin that she converses with her Jacobs in Spanish!
Words fail me!
Beautiful art!
Excellent, detailed, enjoyable, informative.
So interesting – wish I could make some of the items.
Very interesting Exhibition.
Fascinating and very interesting – thank you.
Beautiful, inspiring exhibition – love the Devonia project.
Really fabulous and inspiring work.
Excellent informative event with inspiring work and people!
So many knowledgeable people willing to share their extensive knowledge – thank you!
It is a really lovely exhibition. So interesting. Lots of information. Thank you all so much.
Wonderful experience. Thanks to the lovely, friendly people involved.
I’ve enjoyed this exhibition and the demonstrations a lot. It was definitely worth coming here!
An inspiration – going to spinning again at Bovey again next month. Thanks.
Really useful, would have liked more equipment and wool available to buy but otherwise very helpful.
Wonderful exhibition, very informative. Thank you.
Fantastic to see the old skills still going. Lovely people to explain it all.
Wonderful venue and stewards and work.
Wonderful workmanship! Beautifully presented. Do it again!
Weaving magic.
So interesting. Loved seeing an old skill kept alive.
Lovely to see beautiful crafts.

Wow. Marvellous talent and skills. Congratulations to everyone in the group. I love Jae Burgin’s sample
books. Lovely, lovely work.
Very lovely exhibition – lovely to see.
Excellent Exhibition! Gave me insight into Guild and the info/advice I needed to hopefully join your
numbers!
A lovely and inspiring exhibition. You’ve hooked my daughter.
Very inspiring. Beautifully displayed work.
Beautiful work and displays. Loved the demonstrations!
Well done Devon Guild! Beautiful display of your work.
Very Interesting to talk with your members about the new spinning wheels and looms. I’m more interested
in the machines, lovely to see how they are used!
What a lovely environment for these amazing projects.
Such an interesting exhibition. I enjoyed it very much.
A very beautiful exhibition, informative and lush!
Beautiful work, very well presented!
Lovely space filled with lovely items. Inspiring!
Very good.
Beautiful work ... thank you.
Wonderful exhibition.
Stunning work, inspirational. Beautiful environment. Lovely friendly people eager to share their knowledge.
Inspirational exhibition, thank you! Jackie is an amazing teacher, her information was so easy to understand.
It was pure change we found out about the exhibition, maybe look at advertising.
A beautifully presented exhibition, thank you.
Very beautiful exhibition in a beautiful place. Thanks!
Fabulous venue and lovely pieces of work. Wish I’d come nearer the start. Very interesting. Thanks.
A lovely, peaceful venue.
Es war toll hier. Es gab schone staffe .... (the writing is difficult from here, with crossings out and
corrections). [It was great here. There were beautiful staff ...]
What a wonderful exhibition.
Thank you Margaret for the beautiful hat – it’s going back with me to Berlin but will be back in Devon lots
when I come back here!
A lovely exhibition. The hard work that goes into the crafts is incredible.
What an INSPIRATION! So many things to try! More time please. It was wonderful and a great venue!
Wonderful, creative, inspirational (as above), helpful helpers and members. Thank you.
Merci pour les explications, le travail est magnifique, les couleurs naturelles magnifiques. Que la mature est
belle. [Thanks for the explanations, the work is beautiful, beautiful natural colours. Pretty when mature.]
Amazing!! I’d no idea all these lovely skills are in use today.
Amazing is the word. I loved it. So good.

Very enjoyable.
Excellent exhibition; encompassing all aspects. Thank you!
Have learnt loads, just by talking to the experts. Fantastic exhibition and feel very inspired. Thank you!
Lovely exhibition and lots of help and advice – very inspiration. I’m off to do some spinning!!
Very interesting. Loved all the things people made with their 100g wool upstairs (blue). [Editor’s note:
Devonia Project]
Lovely venue which enhances crafts exhibited.
Very educational, thanks.
Fantastic – lovely products. Very interesting being told about spinning.
Lovely to see these beautiful craft work here and for sale.
Lovely exhibition. So varied!
What a fantastic space for an exhibition, and you’ve all filled it with fantastic work!
Lovely range of exhibits in a perfect setting.
Very friendly and knowledgeable people – fascinating!
Beautiful items, children enjoyed trying the spinning! Thank you!
A wonderful inspiring exhibition. A credit to all. Thank you and keep on.
Informative and interesting. Thank you. Would have liked to have bought a cardigan but it was marked NFS!
[Editor’s Note: NFS = Not For Sale]
The girls enjoyed mixing wool colours ready for spinning and then enjoyed watching the thread spun. Very
interesting.
So helpful – must make a start!
Wonderful and very interesting exhibition – what talent!
Thank you – such beautiful and interesting work from extremely talented people!
Thank you – very interesting – will visit again.
GOBSMACKING! A wonder of beautiful things, gives one lots of inspiration.
A remarkable range of talent on show here. Wonderful!
Very nice and colourful.
Very, very nice.
Very enjoyable – the girls loved learning about spinning. Thank you!
Lots of lovely work – nice to see – thank you.
Thank you for a beautiful insight into your creativity. Shows me all the work our ancestors did!
Wonderful exhibition, amazing skill and creativity, lovely friendly people!
Thank you for a very enjoyable, inspiring and interesting exhibition.
Spectacular exhibition! What skill, art and inventiveness.
Thank you for a lovely exhibition.

